


The Shadow Theatre of Anaphoria  presents

when:    Fri  &  Sat.  Oct  9 & 10, 16 & 17    -    8pm

tickets:   $15/$10

where:    Bushland  Chapel,  94  Parkes St,  Helensburgh

starring... Kraig Grady [director], Katie Dawes, Mark Kennedy, Hamish Lane, 

Terumi Narushima,  Friederike Krishnabhakdi-Vasilakis and others...

bookings:    ph.   4294  1695

for  more  information    ph.  4271  4397

 

A work of shadow puppets both original and from around the world, 

swirling optical e�ects, live unique instrument and spoken narrative. 

 “The music was amazing … visuals were as impressive transporting a 

listener beyond time and space to a region of beautiful clarity  … a thrilling 

improvisation edge.” - Los Angeles Times, 2003

A performance opportunity for all not to be missed!



Kraig Grady is an ethnographic decomposer, 
instrument developer, puppeteer and cultural 
liaison for the project of establishing the 
Austronesian Museum of Anaphoria.  
 
 
Seth Harris is the voice of Nameless Numberhead. 
 
 
 
 
Mark Kennedy is a composer and multi-
instrumentalist who works with a mixture of self-
made instruments in just tunings inspired by folk 
traditions of the world.  
 
 
Friederike Krishnabhakdi-Vasilakis' professional 
interests lie primarily within the visual arts, but 
when time permits she likes to colour her life with 
music and play in Anaphoria. 
 
 
Hamish Lane is a composer, arranger and sound 
designer for film, theatre and dance. He is also a 
vocalist who conducted the choir for the 2007 
Australian Idol Grand Final. 
 
 
Terumi Narushima is a composer, performer and 
sound designer working in different intonational 
and timbral arrays. She is also the misty half of the 
duo Clocks and Clouds.  

 
THE AUSTRONESIAN OUTPOST OF ANAPHORIA 

IN CONNECTION WITH 
PLAYSCRIPT/BUSHLAND CHAPEL 

PRESENTS 
 
 

THE QUIET 
EROW 

[REDUX] 
 
 

Performed by  
the Shadow Theatre of Anaphoria 

 
Kraig Grady 
Seth Harris  

Mark Kennedy  
Friederike Krishnabhakdi-Vasilakis 

 Hamish Lane 
 Terumi Narushima 

 
Fri and Sat 8pm Oct 9 &10,16 &17, 2009 

 



THE STORY  
The origin of “The Quiet Erow” comes from the now uninhabited 
neighbouring Island of Huhuda, where various episodes of the 
story are portrayed in lively stone carvings that have resisted 
the passage and erosion of time. Early performances in 
Anaphoria were quite scandalous and parts were banned for its 
probable political commentary. These banned sections have for 
the most part been lost but many find a message implied 
nevertheless. Most of the traditional arts of Anaphoria 
emphasize the preservation of the spirit behind its legends by 
drawing upon elements of the present that resonate with its 
epics.  
 
THE SHADOW THEATRE IN ANAPHORIA 
The historical mixture and superimposition of cultural 
influences have nurtured a shadow theatre in Anaphoria that 
transcends being a mere conglomeration. It is more than 
common for participants to engage interchangeably in 
puppeteering, character voices, music, lighting and the setting 
of backgrounds. These multiple natures are also evident in the 
troupe’s use of myriad sources of light and shadow. Factions of 
the older school were once offended by these unconventional 
practices, which can leave much of the screen to remain dark, as 
they feared a succumbing to dark forces. Later, these opponents 
recognized the darkness as the basis of all possible vibrations, 
as well as a symbol of the vast unknown. 
 
THE MUSIC 
In the late nineteenth century, there occurred on our island 
what is known as ‘the Great Missionary Expulsion’. As a result, 
many western instruments were abandoned and for years 
remained neglected. Finally an instrument builder from Lipari 
realized that a reed organ could be retuned to a Slendro-like 
scale.  Breaking the taboo  of using  a  western  organ and  being  

 
pleased with the sound, he incorporated it into his ensemble 
and word spread. According to the theorist Erv Wilson who 
traced this origin, the great sage added 2 tones to the 
traditional 10-tone Slendro, deriving it from a 4,000-year-old 
diagram known in India as Meru Prastara. Shortly thereafter 
the western vibraphone and marimba were modified, retaining 
their look but no longer their scale or sound. A desire for a 
tuned instrument in the bass register spawned the invention of 
the bass Meru Bars. 
 
THE LINEAGE 
Story, puppets and music reconstructed from traditional 
sources by Kraig Grady. Musical tunings adopted via Erv Wilson. 
Original production developed and performed with Roger 
Mexico (theatrical direction), Tara Tavi (additional story 
elements), Erika Anderson, Erin Barnes, Rebekah Greely and 
Jonathan Silberman.  
 
 
Special thanks to Geoffrey Sykes and helpers from the Bushland 
Chapel. The Chapel is part of the Uniting Church of Australia.  
 
More information about Anaphoria can be found at the 
Island’s North American Embassy www.anaphoria.com 
 
For those interested in future productions or an upcoming 12-
week shadow theatre workshop for teens and older, or if you 
would just like to send us comments, we can be contacted at 
kraiggrady@anaphoria.com 
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Review: Kraig Grady’s Shadow Theater of
Anaphoria at Folly Bowl, May 27.

This microtonal music thing
Kraig Grady does ‐‐ people are puzzled by it, assume it’s
weird. Hearing his homebuilt xylophones and organs dingdong
and drone, though, you realize how natural it is. And Grady is
really a traditionalist. The traditions he follows just aren’t
mainstream America’s.
Altadena’s Folly Bowl is the ideal setting for Grady’s art, which
in this instance included one of the shadow plays (puppets and
lights behind a screen) that he presents semiregularly. In
what’s essentially a private home’s small backyard garden
amphitheater, a near capacity audience of maybe 80 people,
ages 30 to 60 plus a few children, sat on stairs and in terrace
niches, breathing in the cool night’s arboreal odors, listening
to the crickets that complemented the more organized sounds
rising from below. It was all very civilized, in a way the
counterculture of yesterday idealized and the counterculture
of today still pines for. We are aesthetes; when the revolution
comes we’ll be slaughtered like sheep.
There’s some tension between Grady’s music and the dramatic
framework of his shadow plays ‐‐ this one had a loose theme of
cloning. On the one hand, the sounds generate maximum
effect when the rhythms are slowest and the vibrations have
room to fill the space, overlap and interact; the physical
frissons generated by unfamiliar combinations of notes are
microtonal music’s most involving expressions. And this night
provided quite a few of these moments: static chills, transient
harmonies, and especially the deep throb welling from a large
piece of metal, which made you feel you were being hugged to
the chest of some huge furry beast. On the other hand, the
narrative demanded music for marching, battling, arguing ‐‐
activities that don’t leave much space. The lack of drums and
strong rhythms made the aural experience more diffuse.
The visuals had their own appeal, though. The puppets’ lacy
textures were lovely, and their movements, which included
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limbs moved by sticks, were sometimes graceful. One great
feature of these puppets was that their stiffness could lend an
interesting ambiguity to their interactions: Were they fighting
or screwing? Here as in real life, the distinction wasn’t always
substantial. Fuzzy background figures of a ziggurat or a
mountain range lent dimension. But the best images were the
most abstract: a latticed globe was spun for a kaleidoscopic
effect; sheets of light danced like the aurora borealis; laser
streaks zipped across the screen. Sight or sound usually drew
you in separately rather than together.
Grady’s puppets and sounds are inspired in part by ancient
Indonesian theater and by gamelan, whose instruments may
have already existed when Hinduism and Buddhism arrived. In
connecting to human roots, most traditionalists ring hollow
because they don’t reach back far enough. But when Grady
hits the right chord, he shows the value of going back, way
back, as far as the mind can stretch, to something that’s been
lost. What? Hard to say; it no longer has a name. You just feel
it.
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